
What's Hard about XML Shema Constraints?Marelo Arenas1, Wenfei Fan2, and Leonid Libkin11 Department of Computer Siene, University of Toronto.fmarenas,libking�s.toronto.edu2 Bell Laboratories. wenfei�researh.bell-labs.omAbstrat. Data desription for XML usually omes in the form of atype spei�ation (e.g., a DTD) together with integrity onstraints. XMLShema allows one to mix DTD features with semanti information, suhas keys and foreign keys. It was shown reently [2, 7℄ that the interationof DTDs with onstraints may be rather nontrivial. In partiular, testingif a general spei�ation is onsistent is undeidable, but for the mostommon ase of single-attribute onstraints it is NP-omplete, and lineartime if no foreign keys are present.However, XML Shema design did not adopt the form of onstraintsprevalent in the database literature, and slightly hanged the semantis ofkeys, foreign keys, and unique onstraints. In this paper we demonstratethe very ostly e�et of this slight hange on the feasibility of onsistenyheking. In partiular, all the known hardness results extend to the XMLShema ase, but tratability results do not. We show that even withoutforeign keys, and with very simple DTD features, heking onsistenyof XML-Shema spei�ations is intratable.1 IntrodutionAny data-entral system must provide a data de�nition language as well as adata manipulation language. For ommerial relational DBMSs, these languagesare well-understood. As a lot of data is beoming available in XML [11℄, andmuh of database researh fous is shifting from the traditional relational modelto semistrutured data and XML [1, 6, 5, 9, 10℄, it is important to understandnew issues that arise in the ontext of desribing and querying XML.One suh issue is the semantis of XML data spei�ations. Traditionally,XML data was desribed by Doument Type De�nitions (DTDs [11℄). Butjust as in the relational ontext, where simple SQL's reate table must besupplemented with various onstraints to provide semanti information, on-straints must be added to XML spei�ations as well. Most of the proposalsdeal with onstraints similar to those found in relational databases: keys andforeign keys [3, 4, 12℄. However, unlike traditional relational onstraints, XMLkeys and foreign keys interat in a nontrivial way with DTDs, allowing oneto write seemingly perfet spei�ations that nevertheless are inonsistent: nodoument an satisfy them.In [2, 7℄, we studied this problem, and demonstrated the following. First, ifarbitrary keys and foreign keys are added to DTDs, the onsisteny problem



is undeidable. Seond, with the restrition to one-attribute onstraints (unaryonstraints, by far the most ommon in pratie), the problem is intratable: de-pending on the exat avor of onstraints, it is anywhere from NP-omplete (sim-ple element-type absolute onstraints [7℄) to PSPACE-hard (regular-expression-based onstraints [2℄) to undeidable (relative onstraints [2℄). However, withoutforeign keys, the problem is tratable: it is solvable in linear time.Those results were shown for DTDs and (foreign) keys. These days, the primestandard for speifying XML data is XML Shema [14℄. It is a rather rih lan-guage that supports spei�ations of both types and integrity onstraints. Itstypes subsume DTDs [11℄, and its onstraints { even keys and foreign keys {have a slightly di�erent semantis from what has been primarily studied in thedatabase literature. In this paper we investigate spei�ations that onsist of aDTD and a set of onstraints with the semantis proposed by XML Shema. Weshow that this little hange of semantis ompliates things onsiderably, as faras onsisteny heking is onerned.We say that an XML doument satis�es a spei�ation if and only if itonforms to the DTD and satis�es the onstraints, and that a spei�ation isonsistent if there is a doument that onforms to it. A spei�ation may beinonsistent due to the interation between the type and the onstraint parts.As an example, onsider a spei�ation in XML Shema S1 = (D1; �1), whereD1 is a simple DTD desribing insurane poliies for a transportation vehileand �1 is a set of keys and foreign keys:D1: <!ELEMENT vehile ((registr | plate), poliy, poliy)><!ATTLIST registr num CDATA #REQUIRED><!ATTLIST plate num CDATA #REQUIRED><!ATTLIST poliy ref CDATA #REQUIRED>�1: (vehile=registr [ vehile=plate; f�numg),(vehile=poliy; f�refg),(vehile=poliy; f�refg) �FK (vehile=registr [ vehile=plate; f�numg)Here we omit the de�nition of elements whose type is string. The DTD saysthat eah vehile must present either a registration number or a plate number,and must purhase two insurane poliies. The �rst onstraint in �1 is a keyasserting that eah vehile an be uniquely identi�ed by either its registrationnumber or its plate number3. The seond onstraint, another key, says that thepoliies should use di�erent referenes. The third onstraint in �1 is a foreignkey. It says that a poliy referene must be either the registration number orthe plate number. This shema is inonsistent: on one hand, as indiated inFigs. 1 (a) and (b), for any XML doument onforming to the DTD D1, thevehile element must have either a registr or a plate subelement, but itannot have both; on the other hand, the onstraints enfore the presene ofboth a registr subelement and a plate subelement, sine otherwise two poliyreferenes annot be distint. As a result, there is no XML doument that bothonforms to D1 and satis�es �1. This example demonstrates that the DTD and3 We de�ne the syntax and semantis of keys and foreign keys in setion 2.2.
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Fig. 1. XML douments (represented as trees) onforming to DTDs D1 and D2onstraints in an XML-Shema spei�ation may interat with eah other, andthe interation leads to the inonsisteny of the spei�ation.Worse still, a spei�ation in XML Shema may not be onsistent even in theabsene of foreign keys. As another example, onsider the following spei�ationS2 = (D2; �2) for biomedial data:D2: <!ELEMENT seq (lone+)><!ELEMENT lone (DNA, gene)><!ELEMENT gene (DNA)>�2: (seq=lone; f==DNAg)The DTD desribes a nonempty sequene of lone elements: eah lone has aDNA subelement and a gene subelement, and gene in turn has a DNA subelement,while DNA arries text data (PCDATA). The key in �2 attempts to enfore thefollowing semanti information: there exist no two lone elements that havethe same DNA no matter where the DNA appears as their desendant. Again thisspei�ation is inonsistent. To see this, reall that XML Shema requires thatfor any XML doument satisfying a key, the \�elds" (that is, //DNA in ourexample) must exist and be unique. However, as depited in Fig. 1 (), in anyXML doument that onforms to the DTD D2, a lone element must have twoDNA desendants. Thus, it violates the uniqueness requirement of the key in �2.With this omes the need to answer the following question: is it possible totest onsisteny of an XML-Shema spei�ation at ompile time? That is, givena spei�ation (D;�), whether or not there exists an XML doument that bothonforms to the DTD D and satis�es the onstraints �. We refer to this problemas the onsisteny problem for XML Shema. The question is important as onewants to know whether or not a spei�ation makes sense before attempting toreate or validate an XML doument w.r.t. it.The entral tehnial problem investigated in this paper is the onsistenyproblem for XML Shema. To do so we propose a formalism for spei�ations inXML Shema, and study the omplexity of its stati onsisteny analysis. Ourmain onlusion is that the semantis of keys and foreign keys in XML-Shemamakes the onsisteny analysis rather intriate and intratable. Indeed, all thehardness and undeidability results of [2, 7℄ arry over to spei�ations of XML



Shema. However, using a new tehnique, we show that the most importanttratable ases under the standard key semantis, beome intratable under thesemantis of XML Shema. We also identify several restritions, ommonly usedin pratie, that still allow relatively-eÆient onsisteny heking.Organization. Se. 2 introdues a formalism for XML-Shema spei�ations.We show in Se. 3 that the onsisteny problem is highly intriate in general.In Se. 4 we identify restrited ases that allow relatively eÆient onsistenyheking. Finally, in Se. 5 we summarize our results. Proofs an be found in thefull version at www.s.toronto.edu/~marenas.2 XML ShemaXML Shema [14℄ de�nes both a type system and a lass of integrity onstraints.Its type system subsumes DTDs. It supports a variety of atomi types (e.g.,string, integer, oat, double, byte), omplex type onstruts (e.g., sequene,hoie) and inheritane mehanisms (e.g., extension, restrition). Its integrityonstraints inlude keys, foreign keys and unique onstraints, whih improve theID/IDREF mehanism in DTDs. These keys and foreign keys have a slightlydi�erent semantis from their relational ounterparts. In XML Shema, a spei-�ation for XML data onsists of a type and a set of integrity onstraints.The goal of this paper is to understand how types interat with integrityonstraints under the XML-Shema semantis. To fous on the nature of theinteration and to simplify the disussion, we onsider XML-Shema spei�a-tions in whih the type is a DTD and the onstraints are simple keys and foreignkeys4. We show that even in this simple setting, the interation is already highlyintriate suh that the onsisteny hek of XML-Shema spei�ations is in-feasible. In pratie, an XML-Shema spei�ation typially onsists of a mildextension of a DTD as its type, as well as simple keys and foreign keys.In this setion, we �rst provide a formalism of DTDs, and then de�ne keysand foreign keys under the XML-Shema semantis.2.1 DTDs and XML treesFollowing [5, 7℄, we formalize the de�nition of DTDs as follows. A DTD (Dou-ment Type De�nition) is a tuple D = (E; A; P; R; r), where:{ E is a �nite set of element types;{ A is a �nite set of attributes , disjoint from E.{ For eah � 2 E, P (�) is a regular expression �, alled the element typede�nition of � : � ::= S j � 0 j � j �j� j �; � j ��, where S denotesthe string type, � 0 2 E, � is the empty word, and \j", \;" and \�" denoteunion, onatenation, and the Kleene losure;4 We do not onsider relative keys and foreign keys [2, 3℄ here as the simple onstraintssuÆe to demonstrate the ompliations aused by the interation between types andonstraints.



{ For eah � 2 E, R(�) is a set of attributes in A;{ r 2 E and is alled the element type of the root .We normally denote element types by � and attributes by �l, and assume thatr does not appear in P (�) for any � 2 E. We also assume that eah � in E n frgis onneted to r, i.e., either � appears in P (r), or it appears in P (� 0) for some� 0 that is onneted to r.For example, reall the two DTDs D1; D2 given in the previous setion. TheseDTDs an be naturally expressed in the formalism given above.Given a DTD D = (E; A; P; R; r), a path in D is a string w1 � � �wm overthe alphabet E [ A [ fSg suh that wi+1 is a symbol in the alphabet of P (wi),for eah i 2 [1;m� 2℄, and wm 2 R(wm�1) or wm is a symbol in the alphabet ofP (wm�1). Let Paths(D) = fp j p is a path in Dg. We say that a DTD is non-reursive if Paths(D) is �nite, and reursive otherwise. We also say that D is ano-star DTD if the Kleene star does not our in any regular expression P (�).An XML doument is typially modeled as a node-labeled tree. Below wedesribe valid XML douments w.r.t. a DTD, along the same lines as XMLShema [14℄.LetD = (E; A; P; R; r) be a DTD. An XML tree T onforming to D, writtenT j= D, is de�ned to be (V; lab; ele; att; val; root), where{ V is a �nite set of nodes ;{ lab is a funtion that maps eah node in V to a label in E [A[ fSg; a nodev 2 V is alled an element of type � if lab(v) 2 E, an attribute if lab(v) 2 A,and a text node if lab(v) = S;{ ele is a funtion that for any � 2 E, maps eah element v of type � to a(possibly empty) list [v1; :::; vn℄ of elements and text nodes in V suh thatlab(v1) : : : lab(vn) is in the regular language de�ned by P (�);{ att is a partial funtion from V �A to V suh that for any v 2 V and �l 2 A,att(v; �l) is de�ned i� lab(v) = � , � 2 E and �l 2 R(�);{ val is a partial funtion from V to string values suh that for any node v 2 V ,val(v) is de�ned i� lab(v) = S or lab(v) 2 A;{ root is the root of T , root 2 V and lab(root) = r.For any node v 2 V , if ele(v) is de�ned, then the nodes v0 in ele(v) are alledthe subelements of v. For any �l 2 A, if att(v; �l) = v0, then v0 is alled anattribute of v. In either ase we say that there is a parent-hild edge from v to v0.The subelements and attributes of v are alled its hildren. The graph de�nedby the parent-hild relation is required to be a rooted tree.For example, Figs. 1 (a) and (b) depit two XML trees that onform to theDTD D1, and Fig. 1 () shows an XML tree that onforms to D2.In an XML tree T , for eah v 2 V , there is a unique path of parent-hildedges from the root to v, and eah node has at most one inoming edge. Theroot is a unique node labeled with r. The subelements of x are ordered andtheir labels observe the regular expression P (�). In ontrast, its attributes areunordered and are identi�ed by their labels (names). The funtion val assignsstring values to attributes and to nodes labeled S.



2.2 Keys and Foreign KeysGiven a DTD D = (E; A; P; R; r), a key over D is a onstraint of the form(P; fQ1; : : : ; Qng); (1)where n � 1 and P , Q1, : : :, Qn are regular expressions over the alphabetE [A. Expression P is alled the seletor of the key and is a regular expressiononforming to the following BNF grammar [14℄.seletor ::= path j path [ seletorpath ::= r//sequene j sequenesequene ::= � j j sequene/sequeneHere is a wildard that mathes any element type, � 2 E and // representsthe Kleene losure of , that is, any possible �nite sequene of node labels. TheexpressionsQ1, : : :, Qn are alled the �elds of the key and are regular expressionsonforming to the following BNF grammar [14℄.�eld ::= path j path [ �eldpath ::= //sequene/last j /sequene/lastsequene ::= � j � j j sequene/sequenelast ::= � j j �l j �Here � is a wildard that mathes any attribute and �l 2 A. This grammardi�ers from the one above in allowing the �nal step to math an attribute node.A key ontaining exatly one �eld is alled unary.It should be mentioned that XML Shema expresses seletors and �elds withrestrited fragments of XPath [13℄, whih are preisely the regular expressionsde�ned above. In XPath, ` ' represents hild and `//' denotes desendant5.A foreign key over a DTD D is an expression of the form(P; fQ1; : : : ; Qng) �FK (R; fS1; : : : ; Sng); (2)where P and R are the seletors of the foreign key, n � 1 and Q1, : : :, Qn, S1,: : :, Sn are its �elds. A foreign key ontaining one �eld in its left hand side andone �eld in its right hand side is alled unary.To de�ne the notion of satisfation of keys and foreign keys, we need tointrodue some additional notation. Any pair of nodes x, y in an XML tree Twith y a desendant of x uniquely determines the path, �(x; y), from x to y.We say that y is reahable from x by following a regular expression � over D,denoted by T j= �(x; y), i� �(x; y) 2 �. For any �xed T , let nodes�(x) stand forthe set of nodes reahable from a node x by following the regular expression �:nodes�(x) = fy j T j= �(x; y)g. If there is only one node y suh that T j= �(x; y),then we de�ne x:� = y.5 XPath [13℄ uses `*' to denote wildard. Here we use ` ' instead to avoid overloadingthe symbol `*' with the Kleene star found in DTDs.



De�nition 1. Given an XML tree T = (V; lab; ele; att; val; root), T satis�esa key (P; fQ1; : : : ; Qng), denoted by T j= (P; fQ1; : : : ; Qng), if1. For eah x 2 nodesP (root) and i 2 [1; n℄, there is exatly one node yi suhthat T j= Qi(x; yi). Furthermore, lab(yi) 2 A or lab(yi) = S.2. For eah x1; x2 2 nodesP (root), if val(x1:Qi) = val(x2:Qi) for every i 2[1; n℄, then x1 = x2.That is, (P; fQ1; : : : ; Qng) says that the values of Q1, : : :, Qn uniquely identifythe nodes reahable from the root by following path P . It further asserts thatstarting from eah one of these nodes there is a single path onforming to theregular expression Qi (i 2 [1; n℄).De�nition 2. An XML tree T = (V; lab; ele; att; val; root) satis�es a foreignkey (P; fQ1; : : : ; Qng) �FK (R; fS1; : : : ; Sng), denoted by T j= (P; fQ1; : : : ; Qng)�FK (R; fS1; : : : ; Sng), if T j= (R; fS1; : : : ; Sng) and1. For eah x 2 nodesP (root) and i 2 [1; n℄, there is exatly one node yi suhthat T j= Qi(x; yi). Furthermore, lab(yi) 2 A or lab(yi) = S.2. For eah x 2 nodesP (root) there exists a node x0 2 nodesR(root) suh thatval(x:Qi) = val(x0:Si) for eah i 2 [1; n℄.The foreign key asserts that (R; fS1; : : : ; Sng) is a key and that for every node xreahable from the root by following path P , there is a node x0 reahable fromthe root by following path R suh that the Q1, : : :, Qn-values of x are equal tothe S1, : : :, Sn-values of x0.Observe that ondition 1 of Defs. 1 and 2 requires the uniqueness and exis-tene of the �elds involved. For example, the XML tree depited in Fig. 1 ()does not satisfy the key (seq=lone; f==DNAg) beause the uniqueness ondi-tion imposed by the key is violated. Uniqueness onditions are required by theXML Shema semantis, but they are not present in various earlier proposalsfor XML keys oming from the database ommunity [3, 4, 7, 2℄.Given an XML tree T and a set of keys and foreign keys �, we say that Tsatis�es �, denoted by T j= �, if T j= ' for eah ' 2 �.3 Consisteny Problem: the General CaseWe are interested in the onsisteny, or satis�ability, problem for XML-Shemaspei�ations; that is, whether a given set of onstraints and a DTD are satis�-able by an XML tree. Formally, for a lass C of integrity onstraints and a lassD of DTDs, the input of the onsisteny problem SAT(D; C) is a DTD D 2 Dand a set of onstraints � � C and the problem is to determine whether thereis an XML tree T suh that T j= D and T j= �.The same problem was onsidered in [7℄. The onstraint language introduedthere is properly ontained in the language de�ned in the previous setion. Givena DTD D, element types � , � 0 and attributes �l1, : : :, �ln, �l01, : : :, �l0n, keysand foreign keys in [7℄ are of the form



(r==�; f�l1; : : : ;�lng); (3)(r==�; f�l1; : : : ;�lng) �FK (r==� 0; f�l01; : : : ;�l0ng); (4)respetively. Then, from [7℄ we immediately derive:Corollary 1. The onsisteny problem for XML-Shema spei�ations, i.e., ar-bitrary DTDs and keys, foreign keys of the form (1) and (2), is undeidable.Observe that given an XML tree T onforming to a DTD D, for every node xreahable from the root by following a path r==� , there exists exatly one nodereahable from x by following a path �li, whih orrespond to the attribute�li of x. In this ase, to hek the onsisteny of an XML-Shema spei�ationone does not need to onsider the �rst ondition of Defs. 1 and 2. For keys ofsuh a form, and for arbitrary DTDs, this yields a linear time algorithm for theonsisteny problem.However, none of the previous results give us any hint as to what happenswhen the �rst ondition of Defs. 1 is imposed on arbitrary XML-Shema keys.Somewhat surprisingly, this extra ondition makes the problem intratable, evenfor unary keys and very simple DTDs. By using a redution from SAT-CNF [8℄,we an show the following:Theorem 1. The onsisteny problem is NP-hard for unary keys of form (1)and for non-reursive and no-star DTDs. �From these one an see that the onsisteny analysis is impossible for generalXML-Shema spei�ations, and it is still not pratial even if only unary keysare onsidered. In light of these we onsider restrited ases of spei�ations inthe next setion, by imposing restritions on the �elds of keys and foreign keys.4 Consisteny Problem: A Restrited CaseIn this setion we study a lass of XML-Shema onstraints that are ommonlyfound in pratie, and investigate their onsisteny analysis. More spei�ally,we onsider keys and foreign keys of the form(P; f�l1; : : : ;�lng); (5)(P; f�l1; : : : ;�lng) �FK (R; f�l01; : : : ;�l0ng); (6)where P and R are regular expressions de�ned by the BNF grammar for seletorexpressions given in the previous setion. Furthermore, if these onstrains arede�ned over a DTD D = (E; A; P; R; r), then they must satisfy the followingexistene ondition: for eah � 2 last(P ), f�l1; : : : ;�lng � R(�), and for eah� 0 2 last(R), f�l01; : : : ;�l0ng � R(� 0), where last(P ) is the set of element typesthat are the last symbol of some string in the regular language de�ned by P .Note that these onditions an be heked in polynomial time.



Observe that the keys and foreign keys satisfying these onditions triviallysatisfy requirement 1 of Defs. 1 and 2. For this kind of onstraints, one an showthe following by redution to the emptiness problem of �nite state automata.Proposition 1. For keys of the form (5) satisfying the existene ondition andfor arbitrary DTDs, the onsisteny problem is deidable in linear time.In pratie, unary onstraints are most ommonly used. That is, keys and foreignkeys of the form: (P; f�lg); (7)(P; f�lg) �FK (R; f�l0g): (8)The next result tells us that when onstraints are restrited to be unary andde�ned with attributes, the onsisteny problem is deidable even in the preseneof foreign keys. This follows from results of [2℄. However, the omplexity is veryhigh.Proposition 2. For onstraints of the form (7), (8) satisfying the existeneondition and for arbitrary DTDs, the onsisteny problem is PSPACE-hard anddeidable.Obviously it is ompletely impratial to solve a PSPACE-hard problem.Thus one may want to onsider further restritions to get lower omplexity. Oneapproah is to further restrit onstraints. Observe that onstraints of the form(3) and (4) are a restrition of (7) and (8): P and R are required to be of theform (r==�) for some element type � . This helps, but not muh: from [7℄ we getProposition 3. The onsisteny problem for unary onstraints of form (3) and(4) is NP-omplete for arbitrary DTDs, and is in PTIME for a �xed DTD.Note that Proposition 3 does not require the existene ondition as it an beheked in linear time for onstraints of form 3 and 4. The motivation for on-sidering a �xed DTD is beause in pratie, one often de�nes the DTD of aspei�ation at one time, but writes onstraints in stages: onstraints are addedinrementally when new requirements are disovered.Alternatively, one may want to further restrit the DTDs involved. However,this again does not help muh: even under some rather severe restrition onDTDs, the onsisteny problem remains intratable. More preisely, we showthat even if DTDs ontain a �xed number of elements and attributes, the on-sisteny problem for unary keys and foreign keys is NP-hard.Let k > 0 be a �xed onstant and let Dk be the lass of DTDs D =(E; A; P; R; r) suh that jE [ Aj � k.Theorem 2. If C is the lass of unary keys and foreign of the form (7), (8)satisfying the existene ondition, then for eah k � 11, SAT(Dk; C) is NP-hard.This again is a new result that does not follow from previously published resultson the onsisteny heking for XML.



DTD [7℄ XML ShemaKeys and foreign keys undeidable undeidableUnary keys and foreign keys NP-omplete PSPACE-hardKeys only linear time NP-hardNo onstraints linear time linear timeFig. 2. Complexity of the onsisteny problem5 ConlusionWe have shown that the semantis of XML-Shema onstraints makes the on-sisteny analysis of spei�ations rather intriate. The main results of the paperare summarized in Fig. 2, whih indiate that stati onsisteny heking forXML-Shema spei�ations is very hard: in general it is beyond reah (undeid-able); for extremely restrited DTDs and onstraints, it is still rather expensive(NP-hard and PSPACE-hard). In partiular, with only unary keys, the onsis-teny problem is NP-hard under the XML-Shema semantis, in ontrast to itslinear-time deidability under the standard key semantis [2, 7℄.These negative results tell us that under the urrent semantis of XML-Shema onstraints, there is no hope to eÆiently hek whether or not anXML-Shema spei�ation makes sense. One may �nd that a seemingly per-fet spei�ation turns out to be inonsistent, after repeated failures to validatedouments. The designers of XML Shema might want to take these results intoaount when revising the W3C reommendation.Aknowledgments. Marelo Arenas and Leonid Libkin are supported in part bygrants from the Natural Sienes and Engineering Researh Counil of Canada and fromBell University Laboratories. Wenfei Fan is urrently on leave from Temple University,and is supported in part by NSF grant IIS 00-93168.Referenes1. S. Abiteboul, P. Buneman and D. Suiu Data on the Web: From Relations toSemistrutured Data and XML. Morgan Kaufman, 2000.2. M. Arenas, W. Fan and L. Libkin. On verifying onsisteny of XML spei�ations.In PODS'02, to appear.3. P. Buneman, S. Davidson, W. Fan, C. Hara and W. Tan. keys for XML. InWWW'10, 2001.4. P. Buneman, S. Davidson, W. Fan, C. Hara and W. Tan. Reasoning about Keysfor XML. In DBPL, 2001.5. D. Calvanese, G. De Giaomo, and M. Lenzerini. Representing and reasoningon XML douments: A desription logi approah. J. Logi and Computation,9(3):295{318, 1999.6. S. Ceri, P. Fraternali, S. Paraboshi. XML: Current developments and futurehallenges for the database ommunity. In EDBT 2000, pages 3{17.
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